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An overview of the fields of knowledge bestowing communities of Pune for the purpose to enlighten
the students of the country, the opportunities they can crack which they might have been missing.

Pune is one of the hubs of education in India. Especially when it comes to research and higher
studies, this is a destination which can be sought after by students. There are hundreds of
educational institutes in Pune. Most of the colleges come under the nine universities of the city. In
fact Pune was once called the â€œoxford of eastâ€• by the first Prime Minister of India.

Education in Pune

Starting from the school education, lower education in Pune is basically carried out by public and
private schools. In the recent decades private schools have been more popular because of the more
westernized form of education that they bestow on the students. Medium specifically being English
in these schools, it is because people have come to understand the fact that to grow and develop in
the world of globalisation; English is going to be a strong tool for their children to survive and
flourish. Apart from English there are Marathi and Hindi medium schools as well.

Pune universities :

As far as higher education is concerned Pune is rich in colleges and Universities imparting a good
quality of education to the students. As discussed, Pune has nine universities, the oldest one being
the University of Pune which was laid in 1949. Other universities in Pune would include Inter
University for astronomy and astrophysics also abbreviated as IUCAA. This university is affiliated to
UGC which is University grant commission, the fields of education and research in IUCAA is related
to astronomy and research projects in nuclear fields.

University of Pune affiliates CDSA a college in Pune which was established in the year 1976. This
college is dedicated to the research in the field of planning and development. University of Pune
also affiliates institutes like NCL which is the National Chemical laboratory and NCCS, NIV and
GIPE which are National centre for cell science, national institute of virology, Gokhale Institute of
politics and economics respectively.

IISER a research institute in Pune provides research facilities in subjects like mathematics,
chemistry, biology, CIS, physics and on publications. Pune also provides MBA studies which rank
amongst Indiaâ€™s best Business schools such as Symbiosis Institute of business management.

Medical colleges in pune :

Pune has always been a hub of education, and people from all over the country have been visiting
Pune to pursue higher education in colleges of Pune. Not only for the main stream studies like
engineering and medical but also for army training and education in institutes like NDA. Pune
supports a national AIDS institute and best computer related institutes as well. There is a college in
Pune especially meant for educating in Japanese. There are some private institutions supported
under the University of Pune as well as working autonomously in other foreign languages such as
Spanish, German and French.

The variety of educational institutes available in Pune covers almost all the areas of education.
Educations in Pune provided by the colleges of Pune have been successful in covering a vast area
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of expertise and create great talents of the country.
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Log on with a india education that brings you with the list of a mba colleges in pune along side of a
engineering colleges in pune in order to get quality higher education as per your interest and
dreams.
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